TRAINING,
SUPPORT AND
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Inspire student understanding through an entirely new way
of learning. Beyond the components of the zSpace STEM
solution, zSpace has created an entire program dedicated to
supporting schools and districts to ensure success for teachers,
students and administration.

An exclusive program for teachers
to ensure they have all they need to
revolutionize the way students learn.

Experiment, Discover and Create: Learning and Teaching with Immersive 3D
zSpace® delivers an entirely new way of learning through immersive exploration. The zSpace
STEM package combines the zSpace high definition 3D experience and natural user interface
with learning applications built around the Next Generation Science Standards.

Installation and Technical Training

Professional Development & Support

One Day of On-site Installation and Technical Training:

One Day of On-site Professional Development:

It all starts with pre-installation planning followed by a full
day of installation support combined with training for your
school technical personnel. We show you how to setup
zSpace, ensure all systems are up and running, review the
features of the system and provide hands-on training for up
to 5 of your staff on the technical aspects of zSpace.

Our teacher professional development has been
crafted by teachers for teachers. We show how to
use the zSpace tools to create an immersive learning experience for students. Together, we’ll build the
confidence to deliver standards aligned projects that
convey concepts in unique and memorable ways for
students everywhere. This professional development
day is designed for up to 12 teachers.

Agenda:
▪ Components of zSpace
▪ Setting up zSpace hardware
▪ Software installation and support
▪ Launch and navigate through the zSpace system
▪ Set-up the zView video presentation feature
▪ Basic software packages and features

Agenda:
▪ Leverage project based learning
▪ Inspire student understanding
▪ Launch and navigate through the zSpace system
and zView video capture feature
▪ Understand how to use the Project Toolbox for
activities preloaded in zSpace
▪ Learn to lead fun activities
▪ Discover zExplorer and access models applicable
to the sciences and more
Six Months of “Success” Support:
We want to be sure that your experience with
zSpace is a success, so we’ll have regularly scheduled
calls with your team members - teachers, administrators, and technical staff - to answer questions
and provide support. Weekly calls are to be expected
initially, and then continue as needed to ensure you
are getting the most out of the zSpace experience.
zSpace technical support is also always available to
help with STEM station questions.

About zSpace, Inc
zSpace Inc is a leading-edge technology
provider located in Sunnyvale, CA
The company is privately held and has filed
more than 30 patents for its innovative technologies.
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